
THE INSTANTDREAMS EXHIBITION FOR THE DOCUMENTARY INSTANT DREAMS 
 
“There is a ghostly uncertainty about many of the human experiences found in Stefanie Schneider’s subject 
matter. Some so empty and fragmented, a mirror of what has become of contemporary America. The recording 
of a phenomenon. A documentary of decay. Capturing the American dream as it slips away.”  
 
– Banksy 

“I never remember the details of a Stefanie Schneider image, just the whole. She treads a third path between 
reality and dream that connects the two and truly sparks my artistic, visual freedom.”  

– Marc Forster 
 

 
 
Press Viewing & Studio Visits August 31st, 4-8pm 
Preview September 1st, 12-6pm, “Doc” Dr. Florian Kaps 2pm  
Open to the public ONLY on Friday, September 2nd, 6pm-9pm 

 
 
We cordially invite you to be part of a unique Instantdreams experience,

Stefanie Schneider is showing new and rarely seen works and unveiling the Stefanie Schneider  
Instantdreams App, as well as her new Virtual 3-D Gallery project.

On the edge of Berlin, in the outer suburb of Weissensee, the artist Stefanie Schneider works in her dream 
lab factory, producing analog artworks based on the expired Polaroid material she’s been using for over 
20 years.  Dedicating an entire artistic career on a vanishing medium may seem like a risky dream but the 
revival of analog is growing.  
 
This first show presented by the Instantdreams Gallery is being produced for the feature documentary “In-
stant Dreams” by Willem Baptist. A film about the magic of Polaroid featuring the artist Stefanie Schneider. 
Last June Willem and his team came to California to film Stefanie working on her newest project. In this con-
text Willem will film Stefanie’s post production in her Berlin studio and next door in the large industrial hall 
Stefanie’s Instantdreams exhibition for the purpose of achieving immortality in his documentary. 
 
Instant Dreams is not your typical documentary. It’s a cinematic essayistic quest for the secret and magical 
appeal of Polaroid.

and I want to portray that greatness in a poetic larger than life fashion.”

September 1st, 2pm sharp 
“Doc” Dr. Florian Kaps, co-founder of “The Impossible Project”, will speak about Stefanie’s voyage through 
Polaroid.  
 
“It was Stefanie Schneider, who inspired me to start the company THE IMPOSSIBLE PROJECT after seeing 
her work, which seems to achieve the possible from the impossible, creating the finest of art out of the most 
basic of mediums and materials. Indeed, after that one day, I was so impressed with her photography that I 
realized Polaroid film could not be allowed to disappear. Being at the precise moment in time where the world 
was about to lose Polaroid, I seized the moment and have put all my efforts and passion into saving Polaroid 
film. For that, I thank Stefanie Schneider almost exclusively, who played a bigger role than anyone in saving 
this American symbol of photography.”    
 
–Florian Kaps, March 8th 2010 
 
During the opening, Stefanie would also like to introduce you to her new projects and you’ll get plenty of  
opportunities to ask any questions you may have.

Stefanie Schneider’s Instantdreams APP - The most analog digital photo APP experience ever!
Mark Engel, the programmer Stefanie partnered with to develop this project, will demonstrate it’s abilities in 
replicating Stefanie’s artistic style. With this App you’ll be able to take photos just like her expired Polaroid 
shots. 

The Instantdreams Virtual 3-D Gallery – ARTist unlimited
Another project to be presented is the Instantdreams Virtual 3-D Gallery. In this presentation the Virtual 3-D 
gallery shows a replica of the show hanging but in the future we’ll show artistic visions which would never 
be seen due to financial restrictions. This project is being developed with architects from the Syrian Arkium 
Design Studio in Berlin. 

We are proud to announce “The Perfect World Foundation” as a charity and gallery partner for our event. 
The PWF is a Scandinavian based independent, non-profit organization established in 2010 to raise aware-
ness, funding, and to take action together with animal and nature conservation projects around the world 
(www.theperfectworldfoundation.org). Stefanie was first involved with the PWF in 2014 at their gala art auc-
tion in Sweden with two donated artworks. This year she has donated more art for this meaningful charity 
auction.

Selected works from the exhibition will be auctioned on ebay ending on the evening of the 1. September: 
Please visit www.ebay.de/usr/polaroids69 

To make sure this event can be supported by international collectors as well, we’ll have all pieces available 
online on our website www.instantdreams.net/ARTist (under construction) and the ebay id “polaroids69”.

As you see, we have ambitious plans. Please join us on our journey through Instantdreams!

Stefanie Schneider received her MFA in Communication Design at the Folkwang Schule Essen, Germany. Her 
work has been shown at the Museum for Photography, Braunschweig, Museum für Kommunikation, Berlin, the 
Institut für Neue Medien, Frankfurt, the Nassauischer Kunstverein, Wiesbaden, Kunstverein Bielefeld, Museum 
für Moderne Kunst Passau, Les Rencontres d’Arles, Foto -Triennale Esslingen.” 
 
I’m looking forward to seeing you in Berlin-Weissensee. 
 
 
Yours, 
 
 
Stefanie Schneider

 
 

Stefanie Schneider’s Instantdreams 
Neumagener Strasse 25, 13088 Berlin, www.instantdreams.net

The Show opens for Press Viewing & Studio Visits August 31st, 4-8pm
Studio Visits: 4, 5, 6pm If you are interested in a studio visit, please book a time as there are only 8 places. 
Preview September 1st, 12-6pm, “Doc” Dr. Florian Kaps 2pm 

The Show is only open to the public ONLY on Friday, September 2nd, 6pm-9pm
For further information and rsvp please contact  
Lance Waterman lance.waterman@instantdreams.net

Stefanie Schneider PRESS RELEASE

“Caitlin” (Detail), 2016

Instantdreams

 
WILLEM ON WORKING WITH STEFANIE
“Stefanie’s lifelong relationship with instant film 
is inspiring, her work impressive and fully embod-
ies my vision of this medium and the way I want to 
portray it in my film... Me choosing the title Instant 
Dreams is no accident. That’s why I decided that Ste-
fanie will be the artist to be featured in the film and 
I think that it should be done in a way that not only 
puts a spotlight onto her work, but adds to the mys-
tique. That, what is in some form illusive, mysteri-
ous and magical only makes us crave for more. So 
in filming how Stefanie creates her work, I will try 
to capture the elements of her work in the visuals of 
my film; the day-dream-like quality, power of femi-
ninity, subtle eroticism and whole eccentric vibe of 
the time-less surroundings. Stefanie is a great artist; 
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